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ABSTRACT

With the increasing share of digital transactions in the business, the way of operating the businesses has 
changed drastically, leading to an immense opportunity for achieving the operational excellence in the 
digital transactions. This chapter focusses on the ways of using data science to improve the operational 
efficiency of the last mile leg in the delivery shipments for e-commerce. Some of these avenues are pre-
dicting the attrition of field executives, identification of fake delivery attempts, reduction of mis-routing, 
identification of bad addresses, more effective resolution of weight disputes with the clients, reverse 
geo-coding for locality mapping, etc. The chapter also discusses the caution to be exercised in the use 
of data science, and the flip side of trying to quantify and dissect the phenomenon that is so complex 
and subjective in nature.
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INTRODUCTION

The ecommerce industry has witnessed an exponential growth globally in the past decade. This is the 
industry of the future, by virtue of the value-add it can provide to the customers. The ecommerce value 
chain is highly responsive to the customer, and a source of convenient sourcing for him. The ecommerce 
transactions also result in lesser costs related to inventory carrying, and have a faster inventory turnover. 
But the last mile logistics cost in such transactions is significantly higher as a percentage of the gross 
merchandise value of the goods sold. If this cost can be reduced, it can work wonders for this industry.

The logistics sector is not only one of the major contributor to the GDP (Gross Domestic Product) 
of the nations, but is also a driver for the entire economy since the movement of goods (that ultimately 
drives the economy) is dependent upon this sector. However, since times, the logistics has been an unor-
ganized industry, which is now being transformed to help the clients achieve their goals. The streamlined 
logistics can be a major source of competitive advantage for any organization. The organizations, these 
days, have been outsourcing the logistics function to the specialized logistics services providers so that 
they can focus more on their core strengths. In order to improve the operational performance of any 
industry, it becomes paramount to use the data driven approach for structured decision making. Also, 
the nature of problems is complex and unstructured, which makes the use of structured decision making 
very important. This scientific decision making can come from the use of data analytics. It is here that 
data analytics has a big role to play.

Fortunately, the scale of transactions in ecommerce makes sure that we have the plenty of data avail-
able from them, which can be used to validate the relevance of the problem statement, generate important 
insights, arrive at the solutions, implement them, learn from the implementation and improvise the solu-
tions further in a journey of continuous excellence. The data generated by the ecommerce transactions 
has a significant scale to provide the necessary insights which can be leveraged to achieve the process 
improvements related to different aspects.

There are multiple ways in which the data can be leveraged. A few of them can be predicting the at-
trition of the field executives (here-after referred to as FEs), identification of fake delivery attempts by 
the FEs, reducing the misrouting of the shipments, resolving the weight dispute issues in the shipments, 
optimizing the delivery route of the field executives, identifying the bad addresses on the shipments, 
geocoding of the addresses, exploring the economic comparison between fixed staff model and variable 
staff model, etc.

In this paper, the current Section lays down the motivation for the research. The review of the litera-
ture has been performed in the Section 2, and the nine examples of the above mentioned applications 
of data science have been explained in Section 3, along with the detailed elaboration of the first two 
applications and the findings of the real-life implementations in firms practicing the last mile deliveries. 
The Section 4 concludes the paper stating the overall benefits and risks that come with the use of data 
science in last mile logistics.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The optimization of logistics decisions has become indispensable with the increased movement of goods 
and services across the geographies in globalized trade (Langevin and Riopel, 2005). Koul and Verma 
(2011) used advanced analytics to consider the influence of the uncertainties tied to the human cogni-
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